SUGAR fx
LensPack

What is LensPack?
LensPack is a collection of 5 different plug-in effects that provide a way to manipulate your video. Each
effect provides its specific controls depending on the task they were designed for.

Dust & Reflections
Provides several defects to your footage, from thumb prints to broken glass and unwanted reflections.
You can also use your own image or movie in the custom parameters.

Horizon Line
Easy to use tool to straighten your footage.

LenX
A versatile plug-in offering several ways to distort the color of your footage or adding special blur effects
and vignettes, making it ideal for creative exploration.

Light Leaks
The name says it all. A collection of light leaks that can be controlled and customized.

Loupe
A full collection of magnifying glass styles with full control on its behavior, look, refraction and custom
variations including the creation of your own custom designed loupe.
USER MANUAL : You can access the Help file or User Manual from the FxFactory interface or when using the plug-in in
the host application of your choice by clicking on the SUGARfx Logo in the parameters’ list.

Final Cut Pro X Users
The parameters in this help file are available when the plug-in is used as an effect in a host application.
If you are a Final Cut Pro X user, you probably know that the effects available in this application are
created using Motion templates, and you should also be aware that there may be differences between
the plug-in parameters and the parameters published for Final Cut Pro X use.
The Final Cut Pro X Browser provides an easy access to the templates, by selecting the SUGARfx package
name from the list on the left side.

The SUGARfx Final Cut Pro X effect templates have been developed with the ease-of-use in mind, and
there might be times when some parameters have been added or omitted in the effect templates in
order to provide the best user experience possible without limiting the functionality of the plug-in.

Support
Our Technical support team is available to answer your questions via e-mail and should respond as soon
as possible. (support@sugarfx.tv)
Please visit our web site (http://www.sugarfx.tv) for possible answers to your technical support issues, or
visit our YouTube channel at (http://www.youtube.com/sugarfxtv) where you may also find a tutorial that
will help you find the answer to your question.

